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Abstract
In this paper, we study combinatorial pure exploration for dueling bandits (CPE-DB): we have
multiple candidates for multiple positions as modeled by a bipartite graph, and in each round we
sample a duel of two candidates on one position
and observe who wins in the duel, with the goal of
finding the best candidate-position matching with
high probability after multiple rounds of samples.
CPE-DB is an adaptation of the original combinatorial pure exploration for multi-armed bandit
(CPE-MAB) problem to the dueling bandit setting. We consider both the Borda winner and the
Condorcet winner cases. For Borda winner, we
establish a reduction of the problem to the original CPE-MAB setting and design PAC and exact
algorithms that achieve both the sample complexity similar to that in the CPE-MAB setting (which
is nearly optimal for a subclass of problems) and
polynomial running time per round. For Condorcet winner, we first design a fully polynomial
time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for the offline problem of finding the Condorcet winner
with known winning probabilities, and then use
the FPTAS as an oracle to design a novel pure exploration algorithm CAR-Cond with sample complexity analysis. CAR-Cond is the first algorithm
with polynomial running time per round for identifying the Condorcet winner in CPE-DB.

1. Introduction
Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) (Lai & Robbins, 1985; Thompson, 1933; Auer et al., 2002; Agrawal & Goyal, 2012) is a
classic model that characterizes the exploration-exploitation
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tradeoff in online learning. The pure exploration task (EvenDar et al., 2006; Chen & Li, 2016; Sabato, 2019) is an
important variant of the MAB problems, where the objective is to identify the best arm with high confidence, using
as few samples as possible. A rich class of pure exploration problems have been extensively studied, e.g., best
K-arm identification (Kalyanakrishnan et al., 2012) and
multi-bandit best arm identification (Bubeck et al., 2013).
Recently, Chen et al. (2014) proposes a general combinatorial pure exploration for multi-armed bandit (CPE-MAB)
framework, which encompasses previous pure exploration
problems. In the CPE-MAB problem, a learner is given a
set of arms and a collection of arm subsets with certain combinatorial structures. At each time step, the learner plays
an arm and observes the random reward, with the objective
of identifying the best combinatorial subset of arms. Gabillon et al. (2016); Chen et al. (2017) follow this setting and
further improve the sample complexity.
However, in many real-world applications involving implicit
(human) feedback including social surveys (Alwin & Krosnick, 1985), market research (Ben-Akiva et al., 1994) and
recommendation systems (Radlinski et al., 2008), the information observed by the learner is intrinsically relative. For
example, in voting and elections, it is more natural for the
electors to offer preference choices than numerical evaluations on candidates. For this scenario, the dueling bandit
formulation (Yue et al., 2012; Ramamohan et al., 2016; Sui
et al., 2018) provides a promising model for online decision
making with relative feedback.
In this paper, we contribute a model adapting the original
CPE-MAB problem to the dueling bandit setting. Specifically, we formulate the combinatorial pure exploration for
dueling bandit (CPE-DB) problem as follows. A CPE-DB
instance consists of a bipartite graph G modeling multiple
candidates that could fit into multiple positions, and an unknown preference probability matrix specifying when we
play a duel between two candidates for one position, the
probability that the first would win over the second. At each
time step, a learner samples a duel of two candidates on one
position and observes a random outcome of which candidate
wins in this duel sampled according to the preference probability matrix. The objective is to use as few duel samples
as possible to identify the best candidate-position matching
with high confidence, for two popular optimality metrics
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in the dueling bandit literature, i.e., Condorcet winner and
Borda winner.
The CPE-DB model represents a novel preference-based
version of the common candidate-position matching problems, which occurs in various real-world scenarios, including social choice (McLean, 1990), multi-player game (Graepel & Herbrich, 2006) and online advertising (Joachims
et al., 2017). For instance, a committee selection procedure
(Gehrlein, 1985) may want to choose among multiple candidates one candidate for each position to form a committee.
For any two candidates on one position, we can play a duel
on them, e.g., by surveying a bystander, to learn a sample of
which candidate would win on this position, and the sample
follows an unknown preference probability. We hope to play
as few duels as possible (or by surveying as few people as
possible) to identify the best performing committee.
The CPE-DB problem raises interesting challenges on exponentially large decision space and relative feedback. The
key issue here is how to exploit the problem structure and
design algorithms that guarantee both high computational
efficiency and low sample complexity. Therefore, the design and analysis of algorithms for CPE-DB demand novel
computational acceleration techniques. The contributions
of this work are summarized as follows:
(1). We formulate the combinatorial pure exploration for dueling bandit (CPE-DB) problem, adapted from the original combinatorial pure exploration for multi-armed
bandit (CPE-MAB) problem to the dueling bandit setting, and associate it with various real-world applications involving preference-based bipartite matching
selection.
(2). For the Borda winner metric, we reduce CPE-DB
to the original CPE-MAB problem, and design algorithms CLUCB-Borda-PAC and CLUCB-Borda-Exact
with polynomial running time per round. We provide
their sample complexity upper bounds and a problemdependent lower bound for CPE-DB with Borda winner. Our upper and lower bound results together show
that CLUCB-Borda-Exact achieves near-optimal sample complexity for a subclass of problems.
(3). For the Condorcet winner metric, we design a fully
polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for
a proper extended version of the offline problem, and
then adopt the FPTAS to design a novel online algorithm CAR-Cond with sample complexity analysis. To
our best knowledge, CAR-Cond is the first algorithm
with polynomial running time per round for identifying
the Condorcet winner in CPE-DB.
1.1. Related Works
Combinatorial pure exploration The combinatorial
pure exploration for multi-armed bandit (CPE-MAB) prob-

lem is first formulated by Chen et al. (2014) and generalizes
the multi-armed bandit pure exploration task to general
combinatorial structures. Gabillon et al. (2016) follow the
setting of (Chen et al., 2014) and propose algorithms with
improved sample complexity but a loss of computational
efficiency. Chen et al. (2017) further design algorithms
for this problem that have tighter sample complexity and
pseudo-polynomial running time. Wu et al. (2015) study
another combinatorial pure exploration case in which given
a graph, at each time step, a learner samples a path with the
objective of identifying the optimal edge.
Dueling bandit The dueling bandit problem (Yue et al.,
2012; Ramamohan et al., 2016; Sui et al., 2018), first proposed by (Yue et al., 2012), is an important variation of the
multi-armed bandit setting. According to the assumptions
on preference structures and definitions of the optimal arm
(winner), previous methods can be categorized as methods
on Condorcet winner (Komiyama et al., 2015; Xu et al.,
2019), methods on Borda winner (Jamieson et al., 2015;
Xu et al., 2019), methods on Copeland winner (Wu & Liu,
2016; Agrawal & Chaporkar, 2019), etc. Recently, Saha &
Gopalan (2019) propose a variant of combinatorial bandits
with relative feedback. In their setting, a learner plays a
subset of arms (assuming each arm has an unknown positive
value) in a time step and observes the ranking feedback, and
the goal is to minimize the cumulative regret. Therefore,
their model is quite different from ours.

2. Problem Formulation
In this section, we formally define the combinatorial pure
exploration problem for dueling bandits. Suppose that there
are n candidates C = {c1 , . . . , cn } and ` positions S =
{s1 , . . . , s` } with n ≥ `. Each candidate is available for
several positions, and we use bipartite graph G(C, S, E)
to denote this relation, where each edge e = (ci , sj ) ∈ E
denotes that candidate ci is capable for position sj . We
define m = |E|. We use Ej to denote the set of edges
connected to position j, i.e., Ej = {e = (c, sj ) ∈ E : c ∈
C} and we also use s(e) to denote the position index of e.
Two edges e and e0 are comparable if they have the same
position indices, i.e. s(e) = s(e0 ). For any two comparable
edges e = (c, sj ) and e0 = (c0 , sj ), there is an unknown
preference probability pe,e0 , which means that with probability pe,e0 , e wins e0 , or c wins c0 on position j. We have
pe,e0 = 1 − pe0 ,e . For any e ∈ E, we define pe,e = 12 .
Given the graph G(C, S, E), we define an order of edges
in E by first ranking them by their position indices from
smallest to the largest and then ranking them by their candidate index from the smallest to the largest. Given the order
of the edges, we use ei to denote the i-th edge in the order,
and define χM ∈ {0, 1}m as the vector representation of
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Figure 2. Preference Matrix

the edges M ⊂ E, where (χM )i = 1 if and only if ei ∈ M .
We also use a preference matrix P ∈ ([0, 1])m×m to record
all preference probabilities. Specifically, for any two comparable edges ei , ej , Pi,j = pei ,ej is the preference probability
of ei over ej . For two incomparable edges ei0 , ej 0 , Pi0 ,j 0 is
set to 0 for the convenience of later computations. Figure 1
show an example bipartite graph and Figure 2 shows its
corresponding preference matrix.
Note that for each position sj , any two edges connecting to
sj can be compared with a preference probability. This is
similar to the dueling bandit setting (Yue et al., 2012), where
each edge is an arm, and we can compare the arms (edges)
to find the best arm (edge), i.e., finding the best candidate
for a position. Thus, from now on, we will use arms and
P` |E |(|E |−1)
edges interchangeably. We define K = j=1 j 2 j
,
which is the number of all possible duels between any two
comparable arms.
We assume that there is at least one matching with cardinality ` in G, meaning that we can find at least one candidate
for each position without a conflict. The decision class
M ⊂ 2E is the set of all maximum matchings in G. We
can also view a matching as a team that specifies which
candidate shall play which position for all the positions.
Given a matching M and a position sj , we use e(M, j) to
represent the edge in M that connects to position sj . For
any two matchings M1 , M2 ∈ M, we define the preference
probability of M1 over M2 as follows:

`

f (M1 , M2 , P ) :=

1X
pe(M1 ,j),e(M2 ,j) .
` j=1

(1)

It is easy to show that f (M1 , M2 , P ) = 1 − f (M2 , M1 , P ).
Written in vector representation, we have f (M1 , M2 , P ) =
1 T
` χM1 · P · χM2 .
Now, we define the “best” matching in the decision class M.
There are several different definitions, e.g., Borda winner
(Emerson, 2013; 2016), Condorcet winner (Black, 1948),
and Copeland winner (Copeland, 1951; Saari & Merlin,
1996). In this paper, we focus on the Borda winner and the
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Figure 3. Borda Winner

Figure 4. Condorcet Winner

Condorcet winner, the definitions of which are given below.
Borda winner The Borda winner refers to the winner that
maximizes the average preference probability over the decision class, which we call “Borda score”. Mathematically, in
our framework, the Borda score of any matching Mx ∈ M
and the Borda winner are defined as:
X
1
B(Mx ) =
f (Mx , My , P ),
(2)
|M|
My ∈M

M∗B

= argmax B(Mx ).

(3)

Mx ∈M

For the pure exploration task, we assume that there is a
unique Borda winner, similar to the assumption in other pure
exploration tasks (Even-Dar et al., 2006; Bubeck et al., 2013;
Chen et al., 2014; 2017). Figure 3 shows the Borda winner
as the matching with the red edges, because according to
the preference matrix in Figure 2, it has the largest Borda
score of 0.64.
Condorcet winner The Condorcet winner is the matching
that always wins when compared to others. In our framework, the Condorcet winner is defined as the matching M∗C
such that f (M∗C , M, P ) ≥ 12 for any matching M ∈ M.
We assume that the Condorcet winner exists as several previous works (Zoghi et al., 2014; Komiyama et al., 2015; Chen
& Frazier, 2017) do, and the Condorcet winner wins over
any other matching with probability strictly better than 12 ,
i.e. f (M∗C , M, P ) > 12 for any M ∈ M \ {M∗C }. Figure 4
shows the Condorcet winner as the matching with the red
edges. It is different from the Borda winner in this example,
since this matching wins over all other matchings, but its
average winning score (the Borda score) 0.615 is not as
good as the Borda winner.
Our goal is to find the best matching (Borda winner or the
Condorcet winner) by exploring the duels at all the positions, and we want the number of duels that we need to
explore as small as possible. This is the problem of combinatorial pure exploration for dueling bandits (CPE-DB).
More precisely, at the beginning, the graph G(C, S, E) is
given to the learner, but the preference matrix P is un-
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known. Because the learner does not know the preference
probability for arms connected to the same position, she
needs to sample the duel between edges. In each round
the learner samples one duel pair (e, e0 ) for some position,
and she observes a Bernoulli random variable Xe,e0 with
Pr{Xe,e0 = 1} = pe,e0 . The observed feedback could be
used to help to select future pairs to sample. Our objective
is to find the Borda winner M∗B or the Condorcet winner
M∗C with as few samples as possible.

3. Efficient Exploration for Borda Winner
In this section, we first show the reduction of the Borda
winner identification problem to the combinatorial pure
exploration for multi-armed bandit (CPE-MAB) problem,
originally proposed and studied in (Chen et al., 2014).
Next, we introduce an efficient PAC pure exploration algorithm CLUCB-Borda-PAC for Borda winner, and show
that with an almost uniform sampler for perfect matchings
(Jerrum et al., 2004), CLUCB-Borda-PAC has both tight
sample complexity and fully-polynomial time complexity.
Then, based on the PAC algorithm CLUCB-Borda-PAC,
we further propose an exact pure exploration algorithm
CLUCB-Borda-Exact for Borda Winner, and provide its
sample complexity upper bound. Finally, we present the
sample complexity lower bound for identifying the Borda
winner.
3.1. Reduction to Conventional Combinatorial Pure
Exploration
In order to show the reduction of CPE-DB for Borda winner
to the conventional CPE-MAB (Chen et al., 2014) problem,
we first define the rewards for edges. Then, we define the reward of a matching to be the sum of its edge rewards. Based
on the reward definitions, it can be shown that the problem
of identifying the Borda winner is equivalent to identifying
the matching with the maximum reward. Specifically, for
any edge e = (ci , sj ) ∈ E and matching M ∈ M, we
define their rewards and the reduction relationship between
the two problems as follows:
1 X
pe,e(M,j) ,
|M|
M ∈M
X
(a)
w(M ) =
w(e) = ` · B(M ),
w(e) =

(4)

e∈M

M∗B = argmax B(M ) = argmax w(M ),
M ∈M

M ∈M

where the equality (a) is due to the definitions of the Borda
score (Eq. (2)) and preference probability between two
matchings (Eq. (1)) (see the supplementary material for a
detailed proof of equality (a)).
It remains to show how to efficiently learn the reward w(e)

for edge e, by sampling arm pairs in CPE-DB.
First, we can see that for any edge e = (ci , sj ), w(e) is exactly the expected preference probability of e over e(M̄ , j),
where M̄ is a uniformly sampled matching from M. In
other words, we could treat e as a base arm in the CPEMAB setting with mean reward w(e), and we could obtain
an unbiased sample for e if we can uniformly sample M̄
from M and then play the duel (e, e(M̄ , j)) to observe the
outcome. However, a naive sampling method on M would
take exponential time. To resolve this issue, we employ a
fully-polynomial almost uniform sampler for perfect matchings (Jerrum et al., 2004) S(η) to obtain an almost uniformly
sampled matching M 0 from M. Below we give the formal
definition of S(η).
Definition 1. An almost uniform sampler for perfect matchings is a randomized algorithm S(η) that, if given any bipartite graph G and bias parameter η, it returns a random
perfect matching from a distribution π 0 that satisfies
dtv (π 0 , π) =

1X 0
|π (x) − π(x)| ≤ η,
2
x∈Θ

where dtv is the total variation, Θ is the set of all perfect
matchings in G and π is the uniform distribution on Θ.
Next, we show how to obtain M 0 using S(η). We add some
ficticious vertices in S and ficticious edges in E to construct a new bipartite graph G0 (C, S 0 , E 0 ) where |C| = |S 0 |.
There is a one-to-n relationship between a maximum matchings in G and a perfect matchings in G0 . Then, with S(η),
we can almost uniformly sample a maximum matching M 0
from G in fully-polynomial time. We defer the details for
sampling with S(η) to the supplementary material.
3.2. Efficient PAC Pure Exploration Algorithm
In the previous subsection, we present a reduction of CPEDB for Borda winner to the conventional CPE-MAB (Chen
et al., 2014) problem. However, directly applying the existing CLUCB algorithm in (Chen et al., 2014) cannot obtain
an efficient algorithm for our problem. The main obstacle
is that there is currently no efficient algorithm to sample
from an exact uniform distribution over all the maximum
matchings in a general bipartite graph, and thus the original CLUCB algorithm is not directly applicable. To tackle
this problem, we need to use an approximate sampler and
modify the original CLUCB algorithm to handle the bias
introduced by the approximate sampler.
Algorithm 1 illustrates an efficient PAC pure exploration
algorithm CLUCB-Borda-PAC for the Borda winner case.
Given a confidence level δ and an accuracy requirement ε,
CLUCB-Borda-PAC returns an approximate Borda winner
Out such that B(Out) ≥ B(M∗B ) − ε with probability at
least 1 − δ.
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CLUCB-Borda-PAC is built on the CLUCB (Chen et al.,
2014) algorithm designed for the conventional CPE-MAB
problem, and CLUCB-Borda-PAC efficiently transforms
the original numerical observations to the equivalent relative observations. In particular, the maximization oracle MWMC(·) called in CLUCB-Borda-PAC is exactly the
maximum-weighted maximum-cardinality matching algorithm, performed in fully-polynomial time. The main structure follows the CLUCB algorithm: in each round, we
first use the empirical mean w̄t as the input to the oracle MWMC(·) to find a matching Mt . Then we use the
lower confidence bounds for all edges in Mt and upper confidence bounds for all edges outside Mt as the input and
call MWMC(·) again to find an adjusted matching M̃t . If
the difference in weights of the adjusted and non-adjusted
matchings are small (line 15), the algorithm stops and returns Mt as the final matching. If not, the algorithm finds
the edge zt in the symmetric difference of M̃t and Mt . Then,
the algorithm samples a matching M 0 using sampler S(η),
and plays a duel between zt and the corresponding edge in
M 0 with the same position as zt . After playing the duel, the
algorithm observes the result and updates empirical mean
w̄t+1 (zt ). With the fast maximization oracle MWMC(·)
and sampler S(η), the CLUCB-Borda-PAC algorithm can
be performed in fully-polynomial time.
To formally state the sample complexity upper bound of the
CLUCB-Borda-PAC algorithm, we need to first define the
width of G, the Borda gap and the Borda hardness.
Definition 2 (Width). For a bipartite graph G, let M(G)
denote the set of all its maximum matchings. For any
M1 , M2 ∈ M(G) such that M1 6= M2 , we define
width(M1 , M2 ) as the number of edges of the maximum
connected component in their union graph. Then, we define
the width of bipartite graph G as
width(G) =

max

M1 ,M2 ∈M(G)
M1 6=M2

width(M1 , M2 ).

This width definition for bipartite maximum matching is inline with the general width definition in (Chen et al., 2014).
Definition 3 (Borda gap). We define the Borda gap ∆B
e for
any edge e ∈ E as
(
w(M∗B ) − max w(M ) if e ∈
/ M∗ ,
M ∈M:e∈M
B
∆e =
B
w(M∗ ) − max w(M ) if e ∈ M∗ ,
M ∈M:e∈M
/

where we make the convention that the maximum value of
an empty set is −∞.
Definition 4 (Borda hardness). We define the hardness H B
for identifying Borda winner in CPE-DB as
H B :=

X
e∈E

1
.
2
(∆B
e )

Algorithm 1 CLUCB-Borda-PAC
1: Input: confidence δ, accuracy ε, bipartite graph G,
maximization oracle MWMC(·): Rm → M and almost
uniform sampler for perfect matchings S(η)
2: Set bias parameter η ← 81 ε
3: Initialize T1 (e) ← 0 and w̄1 (e) ← 0 for all e ∈ E
4: for t = 1, 2, ... do
5:
Mt ← MWMC(w̄t )
r
3

6:

Compute confidence radius ct (e) ←

ln( 4Kt
)
δ
2Tt (e)

for

x
0

all e ∈ E // := 1 for any x
for all e ∈ E do
if e ∈ Mt then
w̃t (e) ← w̄t (e) − ct (e) − 14 ε
else
w̃t (e) ← w̄t (e) + ct (e) + 14 ε
end if // w̄t (e) := 0 if Tt (e) = 0
end for
M̃t ← MWMC(w̃t )
if w̃t (M̃t ) − w̃t (Mt ) ≤ `ε then
Out ← Mt
return Out
end if
zt ← arg maxe∈(M̃t \Mt )∪(Mt \M̃t ) ct (e)
Sample a matching M 0 from M using S(η)
Pull the duel (zt , e0 ), where e0 = e(M 0 , s(zt ))
t (zt )+Xt (zt )
22:
Update w̄t+1 (zt ) ← w̄t (zt )·T
where
Tt (zt )+1
Xt (zt ) takes value 1 if zt wins, 0 otherwise, and
Tt+1 (zt ) ← Tt (zt ) + 1
23: end for

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

The Borda gap and Borda hardness definitions are naturally
inherited from those in (Chen et al., 2014). For each edge
e∈
/ M∗B , the Borda gap ∆B
e is the sub-optimality of the best
matching that includes edge e, while for each edge e ∈ M∗B
the Borda gap ∆B
e is the sub-optimality of the best matching
that does not include edge e. The Borda hardness H B is the
sum of inverse squared Borda gaps, which represents the
problem hardness for identifying the Borda winner.
Now we present a problem-dependent upper bound of the
sample complexity for the CLUCB-Borda-PAC algorithm.
Theorem 1 (CLUCB-Borda-PAC). With probability at
least 1 − δ, the CLUCB-Borda-PAC algorithm (Algorithm
1) returns an approximate Borda winner Out such that
B(Out) ≥ B(M∗B ) − ε with sample complexity

 B 
Hε
O HεB ln
,
δ
n
o
2
P
where HεB := e∈E min width(G)
, ε12 .
(∆B )2
e

We can see that when the accuracy parameter ε is small
enough, HεB coincides with the hardness metric H B .
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3.3. Efficient Exact Pure Exploration Algorithm


 
sample complexity Ω H B ln 1δ
, where Me := {M ∈

Based on the PAC algorithm CLUCB-Borda-PAC, we further design an efficient exact pure exploration algorithm
CLUCB-Borda-Exact for Borda winner and analyze its
sample complexity upper bound. Generally speaking,
CLUCB-Borda-Exact performs CLUCB-Borda-PAC as a
sub-procedure, and guesses the smallest Borda gap ∆B
min :=
.
Iterating
epoch
q
=
1,
2,
.
.
.
,
we
set
accuracy
mine∈E ∆B
e
εq = 21q and confidence δq = 2qδ 2 . CLUCB-Borda-Exact
will guess ∆B
min > `εq , and call CLUCB-Borda-PAC as
a sub-procedure with parameters εq , δq . If the adjusted
matching M̃t has exactly the same weight as the nonadjusted matching Mt (w̃t (M̃t ) = w̃t (Mt ), similar as in
line 15 of Algorithm 1), then the algorithm stops and returns Mt as the final matching. If w̃t (M̃t ) 6= w̃t (Mt ) but
they differ within `εq , then the current epoch stops and
CLUCB-Borda-Exact will enter the next epoch and cut the
guess in half (εq+1 = εq /2). (See the supplementary materials for more details.) Using this technique, we can obtain an
algorithm to identify the exact Borda winner with a loss of
logarithmic factors in its sample complexity upper bound.

M : e ∈ M }.

Below we present a problem-dependent upper bound of the
sample complexity for the CLUCB-Borda-Exact algorithm
and defer the detailed algorithm and proof to the supplementary material.
Theorem 2 (CLUCB-Borda-Exact). With probability at
least 1 − δ, the CLUCB-Borda-Exact algorithm returns the
Borda winner with sample complexity

`
·
∆B
min



 !!
width(G)H B
`
+ ln ln
ln
,
δ
∆B
min

O width(G)2 H B · ln



B
where ∆B
min := min ∆e .
e∈E

3.4. Lower Bound
To formally state our result for lower bound, we first introduce the definition of δ-correct algorithm as follows. For
any δ ∈ (0, 1), we call an algorithm A a δ-correct algorithm
if, for any problem instance of CPE-DB with Borda winner,
algorithm A identifies the Borda winner with probability at
least 1 − δ.
Now we give a problem-dependent lower bound on the
sample complexity for CPE-DB with Borda winner.
Theorem 3 (Borda lower bound). Consider the problem of
combinatorial pure exploration for identifying the Borda
winner. Suppose that, for some constant γ ∈ (0, 14 ), 12 −γ ≤
|M|
pei ,ej ≤ 12 + γ, ∀ei , ej ∈ E and |M|−|M
≤ 1−4γ
4γ` , ∀e ∈
e|
E. Then, for any δ ∈ (0, 0.1), any δ-correct algorithm has

We defer the detailed proof of Theorem 3 to the supplementary material.
From the upper bounds (Theorems 1,2) and lower bound
(Theorem 3), we see that when ignoring the logarithmic
factors, our algorithms are tight on the hardness metric
H B . However, whether the width(G) factor is tight or not
remains unclear and we leave it for future investigation.

4. Efficient Exploration for Condorcet
Winner
In this section, we introduce the efficient pure exploration algorithm CAR-Cond to find a Condorcet winner. We first introduce the efficient pure exploration part assuming there exists “an oracle” that performs like a black-box, and we show
the correctness and the sample complexity of CAR-Cond
given the oracle. Next, we present the details of the oracle
and show that the time complexity of the oracle is polynomial. Then, we apply the verification technique (Karnin,
2016) to improve our sample complexity further. Finally,
we give the sample complexity lower bound for finding the
Condorcet winner.
4.1. Efficient Pure Exploration Algorithm: CAR-Cond
We first introduce our algorithm CAR-Cond for CPE-DB
for the Condorcet winner assuming that there is a proper
“oracle”. Note that finding the Condorcet winner if existed
is equivalent to the following optimization problem,
max

min

x=χM1 y=χM2

1 T
x P y,
`

where M1 , M2 ∈ M are feasible matchings and the value
is optimal when x = y = χM∗C . This is because if
M1 is not the Condorcet winner M∗C , it will lose to M∗C
with score χTM1 P χM∗C < 1/2, and only when x = χM∗C ,
miny=χM2 1` xT P y reaches 1/2 when y = χM∗C . However,
the optimization problem is “discrete” and we first use the
continuous relaxation technique to solve the following optimization problem
1 T
x P y,
x∈P(M) y∈P(M) `
max

min

(5)

P
P
where P(M) = { i λi χMi : Mi ∈ M, i λi = 1, λi ≥
0} is the convex hull of the vectors χM , M ∈ M. There is
an algorithm that can solve x, y approximately in polynomial time, but solving the optimization problem of Eq. (5)
is not enough for our CPE-DB problem. Therefore, we need
the following more powerful oracle.
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We assume that there is an oracle Oε that takes the inputs ε, A1 , R1 , A2 , R2 , Q, where ε is the error of the oracle,
A1 , R1 , A2 , R2 ⊂ E and Q ∈ [0, 1]m×m . The oracle can
approximately solve the following optimization
max

min

x∈P(M,A1 ,R1 ) y∈P(M,A2 ,R2 )

1 T
x Qy,
`

(6)

P
where P(M, A, R)
= { i λi χMi : Mi ∈ M, A ⊂
P
Mi , R ⊂ (Mi )c , i λi = 1, λi ≥ 0} is the convex hull
of the vector representations of the matchings, such that all
edges in A are included in the matching and none of the
edges in R is included in the matching. More specifically,
we assume that the oracle Oε will compute a solution x0 that
satisfies both the constraint and the following guarantee:
min
y∈P(M,A2 ,R2 )

≥

max

1 T
x Qy
` 0
min

x∈P(M,A1 ,R1 ) y∈P(M,A2 ,R2 )

1 T
x Qy − ε.
`

In the algorithm, we only require that the oracle Oε returns
the value miny∈P(M,A2 ,R2 ) 1` xT0 Qy, not the x0 .
Given the oracle Oε , the high level idea of CAR-Cond (Algorithm 2) is as follows: If we know how to set the approximation parameter properly, then in every round we partition
the edge set E into A, R, and U , where A is the set of the
edges that should be included in the Condorcet winner, R
is the set of edges that should be excluded, and U are the
remaining undecided edges. In each round, we only sample
the duel between two comparable edges in the set U (Line
6). Then, we use the upper and lower confidence bounds to
estimate the real preference matrix P (Line 7). After that,
for every undecided edge e, we enforce it to be included
in the optimal solution or to be excluded in the solution,
and use the oracle to see if the included and excluded cases
vary much. If so, we classify edge e into A or R in the
next round (Line 9). Since we do not know how to set the
approximation parameter properly, we use the “doubling
trick” to shrink the approximation parameter εq by a factor
of 2 in each epoch q (Line 4).
For the value of the confidence radius and the upper and
lower confidence bound for the matrix P , we use the following quantity for the confidence radius of the winning
probability of the duel between any two comparable arms.
s
ln(4Kt3 /δ)
ct (ei , ej ) =
,
(7)
2Tt (ei , ej )
where Tt (ei , ej ) is the number of duels between two comparable arms ei , ej at the beginning of round t. Now given
some duels (at least one) between ei , ej , we define p̂t (ei , ej )
as the empirical winning probability of ei over ej up to
round t’s exploration phase, and we define
p̄t (ei , ej ) := min{1, p̂t (ei , ej ) + ct (ei , ej )},

(8)

Algorithm 2 CAR-Cond
1: Input: Bipartite graph G, Oracle Oε with accuracy ε
2: A0 ← φ, R0 ← φ, U0 ← E, e0 = 0.
3: for q = 1, 2, . . . do
4:
εq ← 21q , eq ← ε12
q
5:
for t = eq−1 + 1, eq−1 + 2, . . . , eq do
6:
For every e1 6= e2 and e1 , e2 ∈ Ej for some j and
e1 , e2 ∈ Ut−1 , sample duel between e1 , e2
7:
Compute P̄t , P t
8:
At ← At−1 , Rt ← Rt−1 , Ut ← Ut−1
9:
for e ∈ Ut−1 do
10:
// We use A, R as shorthands for At−1 , Rt−1
11:
InU = Oεq (A ∪ {e}, R, A, R, P̄t )
12:
InL = Oεq (A ∪ {e}, R, A, R, P t )
13:
ExU = Oεq (A, R ∪ {e}, A, R, P̄t )
14:
ExL = Oεq (A, R ∪ {e}, A, R, P t )
15:
if InL > ExU + εq then
16:
At ← At ∪ {e}, Ut ← Ut \ {e}
17:
else if ExL > InU + εq then
18:
Rt ← Rt−1 ∪ {e}, Ut ← Ut \ {e}
19:
end if
20:
if |At | = ` then Out ← A, return Out
21:
end for
22:
end for
23: end for
pt (ei , ej ) := max{0, p̂t (ei , ej ) − ct (ei , ej )}.
p̄t (ei , ej ) and pt (ei , ej ) can be interpreted as the upper and
lower confidence bounds of the winning probability of e1
over e2 . Then we denote P̄t as the matrix where P̄t,ij :=
p̄t (ei , ej ) where i, j are edge indices, P̄t,ii := 0.5, and
P̄t,ij = 0 for any 2 incomparable indices. Similarly, we
define P t as the matrix where P t,ij := pt (ei , ej ), P t,ii :=
0.5, and P t,ij = 0 for any two incomparable indices.
Sample complexity for CAR-Cond To present our main
result on the sample complexity of CAR-Cond, we need
to first introduce the notion of gap for each edge and each
comparable pair under the Condorcet setting.
Definition 5 (Condorcet gap). We define the Condorcet gap
∆C
e of an edge e as the following quantity.

1 T


χM P χM∗C , if e ∈
/ M∗C
1/2 − χ max
,e∈M
`
M
∆C
e =
1 T


χ P χM∗C , if e ∈ M∗C
1/2 − max
` M
χM ,e∈M
/
Then we define the gap ∆C
e,e0 for a pair of arms e 6=
0
0
e and e, e ∈ Ej as the following quantity ∆C
e,e0 =
C
max{∆C
,
∆
}.
0
e
e
The definition of gap is very similar to the gap defined in
(Chen et al., 2014). Intuitively speaking, the definition of
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the gap of each edge e is a measurement of how easily e
will be classified into the accepted set A or the rejected set
R. Given the definition of the gap, we have the following
main theorem for the Condorcet setting.
Theorem 4 (CAR-Cond). With probability at least 1 − δ,
algorithm CAR-Cond returns the correct Condorcet winner
with a sample complexity bounded by

!
`
X
X
K
1
.
ln
O
2
2
(∆C
δ(∆C
e,e0 )
e,e0 )
j=1 e6=e0 ,e,e0 ∈E
j

Generally speaking, our algorithm sequentially classifies
each edge into M∗C or (M∗C )c . The definition of the gap
shows the sub-optimality of wrongly classifying each edge,
and (∆1C )2 is roughly the number of times to correctly clase
sify the edge e. Because each query is a sample between two
edges e, e0 , the number of query between e, e0 is roughly
2
1/(∆C
e,e0 ) , this is so as when we correctly classify an edge,
we will not need to query any pair that contains this edge.
Summing over all comparable pairs of edges, we get our
upper bound when omitting all logarithm terms.
When there is only one position, our problem reduces
to the original dueling bandit problem. In special cases
when the Condorcet winner beat every arm with the
largest margin (formally, for all arm i ∈ [m], iC =
arg maxj∈[m] Pr{j wins i}), our sample complexity bound
is at the same order as the state-of-the-art (Karnin, 2016)
when omitting the logarithmic terms.
4.2. Implementation of Oracle
In this part, we present the high level idea of our method to
solve the optimization problem (Eq. (6)). If we define
1 T
g(x) =
min
x Qy,
y∈P(M,A2 ,R2 ) `
then g is concave in x, since xT Qy is linear in x and the
minimum of linear functions is a concave function. Also
note that the constraint set P(M, A2 , R2 ) is a convex set
since it is defined as the convex hull of the vector representations. Thus, using the projected sub-gradient ascent method,
we can solve the optimization problem by an error of ε in
O( 1ε ) number of iterations. To do so, we need to address
two problems: how to compute the gradient at a given point,
and how to compute the projection efficiently.
The first problem is rather easy to solve, because if we want
to compute the sub-gradient at a given point x0 , it suffices to
compute the parameter y0 = arg miny∈P(M,A2 ,R2 ) xT0 Qy,
and the sub-gradient will be 1` Qy0 ∈ ∂x g(x0 ). Computing
the parameter y0 can be done in polynomial time, since
the minimum cost maximum matching can be solved in
polynomial time.

Algorithm 3 CAR-Parallel
1: Input: confidence δ < 0.01, algorithm CAR-Verify
2: Define CAR-Verifyk , k ∈ N as the CAR-Verify algoδ
rithm with confidence 2k+1
3: Simulate {CAR-Verifyk }k∈N in parallel
4: for t = 1, 2, . . . do
5:
for each k ∈ N s.t. t mod 2k = 0 do
Start or resume CAR-Verifyk , allowing only one
6:
sample, and then suspend CAR-Verifyk
7:
if CAR-Verifyk returns an answer Outk then
8:
Out ← Outk
9:
return Out
10:
end if
11:
end for
12: end for

The second problem is the main challenge. Note that there
may be an exponentially large number of vertices in the
polytope P(M, A2 , R2 ) because the number of feasible
matchings may be exponential, and we cannot solve the
projection step in general. However, if we can tolerate some
error in the projection step, we may solve the approximate
projection in polynomial time by the Frank-Wolfe algorithm. Then, we can set the approximate projection error
to be relatively small, so the cumulative error due to the
projection can also be bounded. In this way, we can solve
the optimization problem Eq. (6) with poly(1/ε, m, K, `)
time complexity.
Please see the supplementary material for more backgrounds
on convex optimization and the detailed implementation of
the oracle.
4.3. Further Improvements through Verification
Based on the CAR-Cond algorithm, we further design an
algorithm CAR-Parallel for identifying Condorcet winner,
which uses the parallel simulation technique (Chen & Li,
2015; Chen et al., 2017) and achieves a tighter expected
sample complexity for small confidence. CAR-Parallel calls
a variant of CAR-Cond, named CAR-Verify, which applies
the verification technique (Karnin, 2016) to improve the
sample complexity of the original CAR-Cond. Specifically,
CAR-Verify calls CAR-Cond(δ0 ) to obtain a hypothesized
Condorcet winner M̂ using a constant confidence δ0 > δ.
Then, CAR-Verify verifies the correctness of M̂ using confidence δ. While CAR-Verify loses a part of confidence in order to obtain better sample complexity for small confidence,
CAR-Parallel boosts the confidence to δ by simulating a
sequence of CAR-Verify in parallel and keeps the obtained
better sample complexity in expectation.
Algorithm 3 illustrates the detailed algorithm CAR-Parallel
that applies the parallel simulation technique (Chen & Li,
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Algorithm 4 CAR-Verify
1: Input: confidence δ < 0.01, algorithm CAR-Cond
2: δ0 ← 0.01
3: M̂ = CAR-Cond(δ0 )
4: for t = 1, 2, . . . do
5:
Compute P̄t , P t
6:
if maxM ∈M\{M̂ } f (M, M̂ , P t ) ≥ 12 then
7:
return error
8:
end if
9:
Mt = argmaxM ∈M\{M̂ } f (M, M̂ , P̄t )
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

if f (Mt , M̂ , P̄t ) ≤ 21 then
Out ← M̂
return Out
else
(et , ft ) ← argmaxet ∈Mt \M̂ ,ft ∈M̂ \Mt ct (et , ft )
s(et )=s(ft )

15:
Pull the duel (et , ft ) and update empirical means
16:
end if
17: end for

2015; Chen et al., 2017) and achieves a tighter expected
sample complexity for small confidence. Algorithm 4 illustrates the sub-procedure CAR-Verify called in CAR-Parallel.
CAR-Verify is based on the original algorithm CAR-Cond
and employs the verification technique to improve the sample complexity for small confidence.
In order to formally state our result for the CAR-Parallel
algorithm, we first introduce the following definitions.
˜C
For any e ∈
/ M∗C , we define the verification gap ∆
e as
(

)
`
1 1 T
min
·
− χM P χM∗C
,
dM∗C ,M
2
`
M ∈M\{M∗C }:e∈M
where dMx ,My denotes the number of positions with different edges between Mx and My , i.e., dMx ,My :=
P`
j=1 I{e(Mx , j) 6= e(My , j)}.
For ease of notation, we define the following quantity
X
1
C
Hver
:=
.
2
˜
(∆C
e )
e∈M
/ C
∗

Then, we have the main theorem of the sample complexity
of algorithm CAR-Parallel.
Theorem 5 (CAR-Parallel). Assume the existence of Condorcet winner. Then, given δ < 0.01, with probability at
least 1 − δ, the CAR-Parallel algorithm (Algorithm 3) will
return the Condorcet winner with an expected sample complexity



 C 
`
2
X
X ln K/(∆C
Hver 

e,e0 )
C
O
+
H
ln
.
ver
C )2
δ
 j=1

(∆
0
0
e,e
e6=e
e,e0 ∈Ej

To the best of our knowledge, the best sample complexity for pure exploration of Condorcet dueling bandit is
O(n2 /∆2 + n/∆2 log(1/δ)) by (Karnin, 2016) using the
verification technique. When reducing our setting to the simple Condorcet dueling bandit (` = 1), Theorem 5 recovers
this result.
We defer the detailed results and proofs to the supplementary
material.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we formulate the combinatorial pure exploration for dueling bandit (CPE-DB) problem. We consider
two optimality metrics, Borda winner and Condorcet winner. For Borda winner, we first reduce the problem to CPEMAB, and then propose efficient PAC and exact algorithms.
We provide sample complexity upper and lower bounds
for these algorithms. For a subclass of problems the upper
bound of the exact algorithm matches the lower bound when
ignoring the logarithmic factor. For Condorcet winner, we
first design an FPTAS for a properly extended offline problem, and then employ this FPTAS to design a novel online
algorithm CAR-Cond. To our best knowledge, CAR-Cond
is the first algorithm with polynomial running time per round
for identifying the Condorcet winner in CPE-DB.
There are several promising directions worth further investigation for CPE-DB. One direction is to improve the sample
complexity of the CAR-Cond algorithm without compromising its computational efficiency, and try to find a lower
bound in this case that matches the upper bound. Other directions of interest include studying a more general CPE-DB
model than the current candidate-position matching version,
or a family of practical preference functions f (M1 , M2 , P )
other than linear functions.
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